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You know as well as I do that sports fans is a huge niche with millions of potential customers. From your

raving fans to your chair side coaches, there's plenty of business to go around. Also the fact that fans are

fiercely loyal to their teams, even when they lose. These same fans that are more than willing to spend

money and buy up everything they can to show off the prove their team spirit. Even better is that fact that

there are so many different types of sports and there are many teams within each sport, giving you a very

large market to promote to. Here is your opportunity to own one of our biggest sites to date, you own

sports fan store with over 1,400 sports fan amazon products already pre-loaded into the site. It covers just

about everything the sports fan could want, from shirts, jersey's, to caps and so much more. Best yet, all

of these products are loaded affiliate product links to amazon. When your visitor clicks on your link, goes

to amazon and makes a purchase, you get a commission, it's that easy. Since amazon takes care of
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everything, the payment, shipping and customer service, you don't have to do anything but drive traffic to

your site. This is what makes affiliate marketing so attractive, you have little responsibility. Let Amazon do

all the work so you can focus in marketing and promotion, and making money. Product listings include

product image, full description from Amazon and buy buttons that have proven to covert better. It's a fully

stock sports fan store that is ready to go. Your new sports fan site comes with 41 categories that cover

the following: Sports Fan Apron Sports Fan Area Rug Sports Fan Backpack Sports Fan Bandana Sports

Fan Banner Sports Fan Beach Towel Sports Fan Bedding Sports Fan Blanket Sports Fan Bracelet Sports

Fan Caps Sports Fan Cell Phone Cover Sports Fan Clock Sports Fan Face Mask Sports Fan Flag Sports

Fan Gloves Sports Fan Headband Sports Fan iPhone Case Sports Fan Jacket Sports Fan Jerseys Sports

Fan Mens Shorts Sports Fan Mug Sports Fan Necklace Sports Fan Party Kit Sports Fan Pillow Cases

Sports Fan Ring Sports Fan Shower Curtain Sports Fan Stadium Cushion Sports Fan Stadium Seat

Sports Fan Sunglasses Sports Fan Sweatshirt Sports Fan T-Shirts Sports Fan Tablecloth Sports Fan

Tailgate Keg Sports Fan Throw Sports Fan Throw Pillow Sports Fan Trading Cards Sports Fan Umbrella

Sports Fan Visor Sports Fan Wall Decal Sports Fan Wrist Watch Check out our fully functional demo:

Sports Fan Store How your going to make money with this site: Of course you'll have a site full of over

1,400 amazon products and it only takes a couple minutes to add your affiliate link to every product, so

you get credit for every single sale your new site makes. Adsense ad spots are already built into the site

for you. Just copy and paste your adsense code in and your set. These ads show on every single page of

your site, so they are sure to get plenty of exposure, plus more opportunities to get those clicks. You

visitors click on the adsense ads and you get paid. Simple and easy. Of course it's your site, you can add

any type of revenue model or advertising program you'd like. There are plenty of affiliate offers,

cost-per-action program and others, that you won't run out of items to promote on your new site. Your

new website comes with the following features built right in to the site: Social bookmarking built-in make

sit easy for your visitors to post your webpages to Facebook, Google+, Pinterest, Twitter, StumbleUpon,

Squidoo and more. You can even set up the social buttons you want with a load to choose from, over 80

in total, covering just about every popular social network. Track your traffic with Google Analytics so you

know exactly what people are doing on your site. You'll also know where they are coming from and other

important aspect, such as where people are going on your site, what pages they are coming in on, ect.

Search Engine friendly URL's so you stand a much better chance of getting your web pages ranked and



getting some precious search engine traffic. Video pages pre-installed for you. You'll be getting 3

separate pages with related sports fan video's embedded right into the pages. Since they are embedded,

people will watch them on your site and you won't be sending off your hard-earned traffic to some other

site. Video's are pulled directly from youtube, so you know they are reliable. Video pages included: Crazy

Sports Fans Video's Sports Bloopers Video's Sports Fan's Video's Of course you can add video's of your

choice. It's your site to change it as you wish. Privacy Policy page already installed for you. This is

becoming more important for the watch dogs and sites like Google. It's been done for you and your

covered. Gain the advantages in the Search Engines with these features of your new site: Search engine

friendly url's - With the option of friendly pages, you'll stand a much better chance of getting ranked in the

search engines and getting some of that buying traffic. Site Map - We've made it easier for the search

engines to find your pages with a site map that serves up all your pages. When they are easier to find,

they stand a better chance of ranked in the search engines. Product related tags - Your site has over

1,400 related product tags which means even more pages for the search engines and your visitors to find

and more traffic for you. It's very easy to use, change and add to it if you'd like. Everything related to your

website is done from the dashboard. If you can point, click and type, you have the skills to make it a

success. Since the site runs on Wordpress (Version 3.4.1), you know it's simple to use and it's complete

dynamic system. All the necessary files are included, nothing more is needed. For most people it takes 30

minutes or less to install and we are always here if you get stuck. We take care of every customer, every

time. Product Rights: [NO] Can be given away [YES] Can be packaged [YES] Can be offered as a bonus

[YES] Can be edited completely and your name put on it [YES] Can be added to paid membership sites

[YES] Can be offered through auction sites [YES] Can sell Resale Rights [NO] Can sell Master Resale

Rights [NO] Can sell Private Label Rights [YES] Those you Sell to can Edit Package as they want
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